
TOP TRAIL PICKS

Category Trail Name Area / Getting ThereDescription 

Groomer
Very popular trail featuring beautiful views
of the surrounding peaks while winding
down 2,456 vertical feet 

Excelsior
Little Whiteface Double; exit right
and wind around

Starting Out
Start your day on this short, gentle green in
the learning area

From Bear Den lodge, take the
Bunny Hutch triple; this trail runs
directly below the lift

Otter 

Scenic
Cruise

A safe bet for winding down from the
summit of Whiteface; less steep than
alternative routes from the Summit

Summit Quad; exit left
The Follies

Burner
Wide, steep, long run that comes with
stunning views; also a great spot to prepare
for the Slides - comparably steep in sections

Summit Quad; exit left 
Upper and Lower 
Skyward

Burner

Steeper section of the mountain that returns
to the base of the Summit Quad; the trail is
wide enough to accommodate bumps and
smoothly groomed terrain 

Victoria

Summit Quad; exit left and follow  
the Follies to Johns Bypass to
Connector until you reach the top
of Victoria

Easy Scenic
Optimal vertical for beginners; Easy Way
turns into Boreen creating a longer, smooth
trail on the main face

Face Lift; exit right and follow Easy
Way into Boreen

Easy Way to
Boreen

Short & Steep
This relatively "short" trail by Whiteface
standards will provide tons of fun when
looking to bomb down

Mountain Run Lift; has a dedicated
left accessible from Mid-Mountain
Lodge

Mountain Run 

Longest

The longest and perhaps most beautiful trail
at Whiteface; this relatively new addition 
 offers 2.1 miles of skiing from the top of
Lookout Mountain 

Lookout Mountain Triple; exit
right and follow this trail all the
way back to the main base 

Wilington Trail

Chutes

Steep, narrow chutes off of Whiteface's
Summit; this 35 acre area of wilderness
skiing is unique on the east coast

Summit Quad; exit right and hike
for  ~10 minutes to reach the
entrance of the slides

The Slides


